
3 top tips for maximising any leadership role

Whatever type of leadership role you have – from leading a small project to leading a 
whole school … you will have a range of strengths and skills which you'll be using.
From my work with Head Teachers, Principals and SLT members – 3 areas keep cropping up linked to 
leadership roles. They may seem simple, but it's surprising how often assumptions are made about 
these areas or they can be overlooked. Here they are ...

1. Clarity … of what's expected of you

So how clear are you about what exactly is expected of you? 

• What will successful achievement of your role look like? 
• Do you have a specific role description, or is there some flexibility in 

how you get there?
• If you have flexibility, check that you know the boundaries of this (so you don't get too carried 

away!) Then identify what you want to achieve … for yourself, the year group, key stage, etc. and 
set yourself some goals, breaking these into manageable chunks if relevant.

2. Communication … of what you're doing

• Your plans or vision for the term / year?
• What role they play in achievement of this?
• Related targets / deadlines?
• Ideas / tips / expertise-sharing / support you're offering?

*Remember: communication may involve asking questions first!

3. Confidence … in your abilities
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The number of senior leaders I’ve worked with over the last few years 
who have had clarity about their leadership role have been outweighed 
by those who haven’t! 

Once you're clear about your role, what's expected of you and what a 
successful leadership role for this area looks like, what do you want to 
be communicating to your colleagues / team members?

I often find that confidence comes from knowing what to do and from experiencing 
the doing!
So know what you want to do with your role (get clarity!); know at least some of how 
you'll get there (identify related strengths that you have); know what you want 
from others; and know how to create early wins – for yourself and other stakeholders 
… and confidence will follow!

To book INSET or 1-1 coaching on any of the topics in the P & P series, 
contact Debbie on 01629 734 101
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